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Abstract
Objectives: Determining boost volume (BV) during breast radiotherapy can be challenging at times. Therefore, surgical clips are
now being widely used. At times, when surgical clips are inadequate in determining the BV, other additional imaging methods are
required. In the present study, we aimed to demonstrate that pre-operative positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET-CT) can be used to determine the BV after a breast-conversing surgery.
Methods: We selected thirty patients who underwent breast-conserving surgery with surgical clips and had preoperative Fluorine-18-Fluorodeoxyglucose PET (18 FDG PET/CT). The BV in planning tomography (CT) and primary tumor volume (TV) in pre-operative F-18 FDG PET/CT was contoured by a radiation oncologist. These two volumes were superposed using rigid image fusion.
In every patient, two BVs were measured. The mean shift between the two volumes by the calculation of the center of mass and
percentage of the PET-CT TV (PET-CT TV) in planning the BV (planning target volume [PTV]-BV) was calculated.
Results: The median age was 52 years (range 25–72 years). The pre-operative PET-CT TV median was 8.89 cm3 (range 1.00–64.30
cm3). The median PTV-BV was 62.92 cm3 (12.57–123.07 cm3). The median shifts between the center of volumes were 1.76 cm (range
0.90–3.50) in X(coronal), 1.73 cm (range 0.60–3.60) in the Y(axial), and 1.20 cm (0.40–2.80) in the Z(sagittal) directions, respectively.
The shifts in these three planes were determined to be statistically significant (p<0.001). The percent volume of PET-CT TV included
PTV TV, ranging from 35% to 100% (mean 54%, standard deviation 29.53) and 100% in two out of 31 patients.
Conclusion: Our study has shown that pre-operative PET-CT cannot be used to determine the BV in patients who replaced surgical
clips and had undergone breast-conserving surgery. To define a more accurate BV, surgical clips should be placed in four planes,
and more PTV margins should be given in treatment planning.
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A

ccurate localization of the boost volume (BV) in breast
cancer patients is crucial. Because of the success of
breast radiation therapy and improvement, local control
rates depend on proper target localization.[1] Radiation
oncologists delineate the BV referenced by the scar on the
breast, localization of surgical clips, and imaging by breast
ultrasound (USG)and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).[2,3]
Clips provide more precise information on BV. Some clinics
place surgical clips in the preoectoral region, while some
clinics place them in the 4 cardinal areas of the lumpectomy cavity. When surgical clips implanted only prepectoral
region, there may be a geographic miss in defining BV.
Therefore, pre-operative imaging studies are critical.
The most centers where BV can be most accurately detected include 3D-breast USG (3D- USG) and breast MRI. Another imaging modality for identifying the BV is F-18 FDG
positron emission tomography/computed tomography
(PET/CT). The primary tumor is well visualized with PET-CT.
This imaging modality, the use of which has been increasing, may provide more accurate information in terms of tumor placement. There are limited data with the use of this
imaging technique to detect BV.
Rigid fusion image was obtained by superposing pre-operative PET-CT and planning tomography images based on
manual matching different types of anatomical structures.
Then, we evaluated that the suitability of using preoperative PET-CT to determine the BV of patients who have surgical clips implanted prepectoral area.

Methods
This study was conducted at Istanbul Training and Research
Hospital of Radiation Oncology Department between January 2017 and June 2018, among breast cancer patients
treated with radiation therapy, we selected thirty who had
a pre-operative PET-CT performed and were the placement
of surgical clips at prepectoral area. Ethics committee approval was received for this study from the Ethics Committee of Istanbul Training and Research Hospital (Date: April
12, 2019, No: 1793).
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tem and merged using the available software (Eclipse 10.0).
Then, breast irradiation volume and BV were contoured by
a radiation oncologist. Planning target volumes (PTV) for
BV were calculated by expanding the margin 1 cm beyond
the surgical clips, maintaining a 5-mm margin from skin
and chest wall. The same radiation oncologist contoured
tumor volume (TV) on the pre-operative PET-CT. In defining TV in PET-CT, the cutoff of SUVmax value was defined
as 6.20.[4] Two volumes defined as follows:
1. PTV BV: Target volume based on surgical clips with a
margin of 1 cm
2. PET-CT TV: The target volume based on pre-operative
PET-CT.
BV and primary TV in PET-CT were superimposed using rigid image fusion methods. During fusion, sternum and chest
wall were taken as anatomical points. Both images were
fused regarding these anatomical points. After then, breast
tissue images were added by the manual fusion method. We
calculated and compared these volumes in every patient.
The center of mass for volumes was determined (Fig. 1).
Using coronal, axial, and sagittal CT slices of the planning
treatment system, the mean shift of the center of volumes
was calculated in terms of X, Y, and Z coordinates. Then, we
calculated that inclusion percent volume of PET-CT TV included in PTV BV (total amount of PTV TV/included volume
of PET-CT TV in PTV BV)
We analyzed 1-Variability of PTV-BV and PET-CT TV (cm3),
2-Mean shift between PTV-BV and PET-CT TV by calculation
of the center of mass, and 3-PTV BV contains what percentage of PET-CT TV.

Statistical Analysis
Nominal and ordinal data were described with frequency
analysis, whereas scale parameters were described with

Pre-operative Fluorine-18-Fluorodeoxyglucose positron
emission tomography (F-18 FDG PET/CT) was obtained
while patients were lying in the supine position, and their
arms were raised above the thorax. Patients who had metastasis after PET-CT were not included in the study.
For post-operative radiotherapy, planning tomography was
taken with the breast board before treatment. The clinical
breast borders and the lumpectomy scar were defined with
radio-opaque wires. The planning tomography images covered from the mandible to the upper abdomen in 3-mm
thick slices. Slices were sent to the treatment planning sys-

Figure 1. Rigid image fusion process between planning computed
tomography (CT) and positron emission tomography-CT images. The
center of mass volumes was determined.
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mean and standard deviations. All statistical analyses were
performed with SPSS software, version 18.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The mean shift calculated paired- sample
t-test. P≤0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Patient and treatment characteristics are shown in Table
1. The median age for patients was 52.83 (range 25–72)
years. Almost all patients had invasive ductal carcinoma
histology (n=27.90%). The median tumor diameter was
2.57±0.737(range 2–4) cm. The tumor was located in the
right breast in 20 (66.7%) patients and the left breast in 10
(33.3%) patients. The number of patients with Stage I was 6
(26.7%), the number of patients with Stage II was 15 (50%),
and the number of patients with Stage III was 7 (23.3%).
After breast-conserving surgery, 6 (20%) patients received
four cycles, 7 (23.3%) patients received six cycles, and 17
(56.7%) patients received eight cycles of chemotherapy.
Table 1. Patent and treatment characteristics
		

No of patient

%
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As the radiotherapy dose, the majority of patients received
60 Gy radiotherapy, and only 2 (6.7%) patients received
66 Gy due to the positive surgical margin. The mean time
between pre-operative PET-CT and breast-conversing surgery was the average 3.43±1.77 (1–8) months. The period
between surgery and radiotherapy was 4.22±2.66 (2–7)
months. The median follow-up period for 30 patients was
25.63 months.
The pre-operative PET-CT TV median was 8.89 cm3 (range
1.00–64.30 cm3). The median PTVBV was 62.92 cm3 (12.57–
123.07 cm3). The median shifts between the center of volumes were 1.76 cm (range 0.90–3.50) in X(coronal), 1.73 cm
(range 0.60–3.60) in the Y(axial), and 1.20 cm (0.40–2.80) in
the Z(sagittal) directions. The shifts in every three planes
were found statistically significant (p<0.001). In terms of
axial, coronal, and sagittal planes, both volumes were different locations. All mean shifts between PECT TV and PTV
BV were >1 cm. The percent volume of PET-CT TV included
PTV BV ranged from 35% to 100% (mean 54%, standard deviation 29.53), and 100% in two out of 30 patients (Table 2).
Pre-operative PET-CT TV was found completely outside of
PTV BV in four of 30 patients, and particularly outside in 24
of the 30 patients. In the remaining two patients, the PETCT TV was inside the PTV BV field.

Age, Mean±SD
52.83±12.30 (25–72)
Histology		
Invazive ductal carcinoma
27
90
Discussion
Invazive lobular carcinoma
1
3.3
Breast conservation surgery, followed by adjuvant irradiaMusinöz carcinoma
2
6.7
tion of breast, has been used as a standard treatment for
Tumor diameter
2.57±0.737 (2–4) cm
breast cancer.[4] The importance of adding a boost to radioLocation
therapy treatment was shown by EORTC as Phase III study,
Right
20
66.7
especially in young breast cancer patients.[1] In randomized
Left
10
33.3
trials, the use of boost was associated with low local recurStage		
I
8
26.7
rence.[5] Therefore, it is very important in terms of radiation
II
15
50.0
oncologists to accurately detect the BV. The surgical reIII
7
23.3
moval of breast tissue and the long time interval between
III
7
23.3
surgery and radiotherapy may affect the correct definition
Regim of chemoterapy		
of BV. Besides, surgical techniques, chemotherapy-induced
4 (AC)
6
20.0
6 (FEC)
7
23.3
Table 2. Two volumes, mean shift three dimensions and
8 (4 AC+4 Taxol)
17
56.7
intersections
8 (4 AC+4 Taxol)
17
56.7
		
Mean Min-Max Std. Deviation p
Radiation doses		
3
50+10 Gy
28
93.3
8.89
1.00–64.30
12.42
PET-CT TV (cm )
50+16 Gy
2
6.7
62.92 12.57–123.07
27.80
PTV-BV (cm3)
Interval between PET-CT and
3.43±1.77 (1–8)
X (cm)
1.76
0.90–3.50
0.75
0.000
surgery (month)
Y (cm)
1.73
0.60–3.60
0.85
0.000
Interval between surgery and
4.22±2.66 (2–7)
Z (cm)
1.20
0.40–2.80
0.40
0.000
radiotherapy (month)
Intersection %
54.03
29.53
0.000
Follow-up
25.63±4.71 (14–34)
(PET-TV and PTV BV)
AC: Adriablastina, cyclophosphamide; FEC: Flurourasil, epirubucine,
cyclophosphamide.

PET: Positron emission tomography; CT: Computed tomography; PTV:
Planning target volume; BV: Boost volume; TV: Tumor volume.
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weight loss may change the shape of the tumor bed. There
are different approaches to define BV. Some clinics consider seroma with surgical clips, while some clinics consider
mammography, breast USG, or breast MRI taken during the
pre-operative period.
The surgical clips are one of the most reliable methods for
identifying breast BV.[6] How many surgical clips are placed,
and their locations have been defined in many studies
during breast-conserving surgery.[7,8] Sometimes, surgical
clips do not correctly identify the tumor bed. In some cases, they may have migrated elsewhere after the operation
from their original location,[9] or they can be placed in the
prepectoral area just like our study. To overcome these uncertainties, additional imaging modalities should be considered. The planning MRI, 3D USG, and PET-CT would be
useful in defining the BV. In 2008, Whipp et al. suggested
that an MRI scan may better than a CT scan in determining the BV.[10] However, Smitt et al. found MRI detected a
considerably lower conformity index and their study found
that MRI was insufficient in operation bed locations in low
adjustment cavity visualization scoring (Smitt et al., 1=no
visible cavity, 2–4=heterogeneous cavity with indistinct,
distinct, or clearly defined margins, and 5=homogenous
cavity clearly defined margins).[11] Besides, breast MRI is
not very appropriate, defining the BV due to the position.
Breast MRI is performed in a prone position, while radiotherapy is performed in the supine position.[12,13] Wong et
al. found that breast USG (both 3D and 2D) demonstrated
a smaller surgical operation cavity than surgical clips.[14] If
surgical clips on planning tomography are not available,
3D USG could be used. Further addition evaluations needed to clearly define the role of either 3D-USG, MRI in contouring BV.
In 2008, Ford et al.[15] first used PET-CT imaging technique
for BV definition. They took PET-CT after surgery. They
found the operation cavity was visualized well on PET-CT,
but the PET-CT volumes larger than the planning tomography volumes. The reason for this was thought to be due
to increased inflammation after surgery. In the our study,
PET-CT was taken before surgery. Therefore, our PET-CT TV
was smaller than PTV-TV (mean 8.89 cm3 and 62.92 cm3,
respectively). A Korean study by Cho et al. used an initial
diagnostic PET-CT fusion with a post-operative CT scan for
deformable image registration.[16] They found pre-operative and post-operative volumes were high level concordance (mean 94.8%, range 60.9–100%).
In contrast, the Korean study, we found that PET-CT TV inside PTV TV was revealed to be 54.03% (range 35–100%).
This ratio is low in our study may be the reason we used rigid fusion. The deformable image fusion technique provides
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better BV definitions in cases where the tissue is removed,
relocated, and altered due to surgical procedures.[17]
Another controversial issue is the mean shift in three dimensions. We found that displacement in axial, coronal,
and sagittal planes was >1 cm. Therefore, our results are
similar to the results of Alço et al. They applied the latissimus dorsi muscle mini-flap to determining the BV after
breast-conserving surgery.[18] Large displacement may be
due to the placement clips in the prepectoral area, not
only four cardinal points. The placement of surgical clips
at superior, inferior, medial, and lateral points of the surgical cavity and large PTV margins maybe resolve this issue.
These results suggest that the use of pre-operative PET –CT
TV can not be very accurate for determining the BV.

Limitations
The most important limitation of this study, we are not
done breast remodeling after surgery. When defining the
accurate BV in breast cancer patients, a multidisciplinary
team should be used, not surgical clips and additional
imagining modalities. A multidisciplinary team involving
breast surgery, radiotherapists, radiologist, and medical
physics. We see a need further studies and guides for better
define BV after breast-conversing surgery.

Conclusion
The present study has demonstrated that boost volume
is noticeably replaced between pre-operative PET-CT and
planning CT. Therefore, pre-operative PET-CT cannot be
very accurate in determining breast BV in patients who
have surgical clips on prepectoral area.
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